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OVERVIEW
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE OVERVIEW: 

• Various types of tortious interference claims
• Elements of tortious interference claims
• Defenses
• Damages
• Application in the employment law context



TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE

Plaintiff Contract or 
Business Relations Third Party

Defendant

Legal Claim

Interference



TYPES OF INTERFERENCE CLAIMS
TYPES OF TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE 
CLAIMS: 

• Interference with contract
• Interference with business relations
• Interference with prospective 

economic advantage
• Negligent interference
• Interference with inheritance



TYPES OF INTERFERENCE CLAIMS
Really two categories:

• Contractual relationships, whether
or not they involve business; and

• Business relationships or activities,
whether or not they involve a
contract.



TYPES OF INTERFERENCE CLAIMS
HISTORY: 
• Lumley v. Gye (1853) 2 El. & Bl. 216, 118 Eng. Rep. 

749
• Lumley had exclusive contract for singer, Gye

induced singer to break the contract and sing for 
his establishment by offering more money.

• Lumley was allowed to sue for damages.
• Based on English law regarding servants.
• American courts limited the tort to service and 

employment contracts for many years.
• Now expanded to any business relationship.



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM UNDER 
MASSACHUSETTS LAW:

• Walker v. Cronin, 107 Mass. 555 (1871)

• The declaration, in its first count, alleges that the
defendant did, "unlawfully and without justifiable
cause, molest, obstruct and hinder the plaintiffs from
carrying on" their business of manufacture and sale of
boots and shoes, "with the unlawful purpose of
preventing the plaintiffs from carrying on their said
business, and willfully persuaded and induced a large
number of persons who were in the employment of the
plaintiffs," and others "who were about to enter into"
their employment, "to leave and abandon the
employment of the plaintiffs.”



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM UNDER MASSACHUSETTS LAW:

Walker v. Cronin, 107 Mass. 555 (1871) 

This sets forth sufficiently:

1. Intentional and willful acts 
2. Calculated to cause damage to the plaintiffs in their lawful business
3. Done with the unlawful purpose to cause such damage and loss, 

without right or justifiable cause on the part of the defendant (which 
constitutes malice)

4. Actual damage and loss resulting.



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
INTENTIONAL TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH THIRD PARTY CONTRACT
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766:

• One who intentionally and improperly interferes with the performance of a contract 
(except a contract to marry)

• between another and a third person
• by inducing or otherwise causing the third person not to perform the contract,
• is subject to liability to the other 
• for the pecuniary loss resulting to the other from the failure of the third person to 

perform the contract. 



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
A TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM UNDER CALIFORNIA LAW REQUIRES:

• The existence of a contract between plaintiff and third party;
• That the defendant knew of the contract;
• That the defendant intended to disrupt the performance of the contract or knew that 

disruption was certain or substantially certain to occur;
• That the defendant’s conduct prevented performance or made the performance more 

expensive or difficult;
• That the plaintiff was harmed;
• And that the defendant’s conduct was a substantial factor in causing the plaintiff’s harm.

California Civil Jury Instructions, CACI No. 2201 (2021 edition)



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
California Supreme Court holds that claim for tortious interference with an at-will 
contract requires an independently wrongful act

On August 3, 2020, in Ixchel Pharma, LLC v. Biogen, Inc., 470 P.3d 571 (Cal. 2020), the 
California Supreme Court held that, in order to state a claim for tortious interference with 
an at-will contract under California Law, the plaintiff must allege an “independently 
wrongful act.”

• CA generally only requires showing that defendant interfered with contract.
• Tortious interference with prospective advantage, however, requires a plaintiff to show 

that the conduct was “wrongful by some other legal measure other than the fact of 
interference itself.” 

• The Court held that an at-will contract was more akin to a prospective business 
advantage. 



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
A TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM UNDER MINNESOTA LAW REQUIRES:

• The existence of a contract;
• The alleged wrongdoer’s knowledge of the contract;
• Intentional procurement of its breach;
• No justification; and
• Damages. 

Kallok v. Medtronic, Inc., 573 N.W.2d 356, 362 (Minn. 1998)



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE

INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH ANOTHER’S PERFORMANCE OF HIS OWN CONTRACT
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766A:

• The existence of a contract between the plaintiff and a third party;
• actual or constructive knowledge of the contract by the defendant;
• intentional and improper acts by the defendant inducing the plaintiff to breach the contract 

with the third party or causing performance of the contract to be more expensive or 
burdensome; and

• damages suffered by the plaintiff as a direct result of the defendant’s actions.

See also, Shafir v. Steele, 431 Mass. 365 (2000). 



RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS

The Restatement of the Law Third, Torts: Liability for 
Economic Harm was published in 2020. 

This is one of nine components of what will be the 
Restatement (Third) of Torts replacing the Restatement 
(Second) of Torts.



RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS

Section 17
(1) A defendant is subject to liability for interference with contract if: 

a. a valid contract existed between the plaintiff and a third party; 
b. the defendant knew of the contract;
c. the defendant engaged in wrongful conduct as defined in Subsection 

(2); 
d. the defendant intended to cause a breach of the contract or 

disruption of its performance; 
e. the defendant’s wrongful conduct caused a breach of the contract or 

disruption of performance; and
f. the plaintiff suffered economic loss as a result. 



RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS

The Third Restatement Section 17 (2) eliminates the term “improper” using instead the term 
“wrongful conduct” defined by three narrow instances. 

(2) Conduct is wrongful for purposes of this Section if:
a. the defendant acted for the purpose of appropriating the benefits of the

plaintiff's contract; or
b. the defendant's conduct constituted an independent and intentional legal

wrong; or
c. the defendant engaged in the conduct for the sole purpose of injuring the

plaintiff.



RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS

Section 18 

A defendant is subject to liability for interference with economic expectation if: 

1. the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of an economic benefit from a relationship
with a third party;

2. the defendant committed an independent and intentional legal wrong;
3. the defendant intended to interfere with the plaintiff's expectation;
4. the defendant's wrongful conduct caused the expectation to fail; and
5. The plaintiff suffered economic loss as a result.



RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS

The Third Restatement eliminated several types of privilege that were recognized by the Second 
Restatement. Section 20 of the Third Restatement sets forth the remaining privileges:

Conduct that otherwise would subject a defendant to liability under this Chapter is privileged 
if it consists of: lawful disclosure of truthful facts to another; (b) lawful and good-faith efforts 
to protect a legal interest; or (c) lawful and good-faith efforts to protect an economic interest 
in the contractual relationship at issue.

Competition is no longer a privilege to interfere because competition will only rise to the level of liability for either tort if the competitive conduct meets the 
narrow definitions of “wrongful.”



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
What is “Wrongful” or “Improper”?

• Originally limited to cases of violence, intimidation, fraud or defamation.
• Restatement (Second) used the word, “improper”
• “Improper” included, but is not limited to, “malice.” Malice, as in “ill will” not actually 

required, but can be used as strong evidence of impropriety.
• The plaintiff would allege impropriety and the defendant would need to show 

justification.
• “Justification” included but was not limited to, privilege. 
• The distinction was not always clear.
• “Consideration is given to varying ethical standards of the community, and especially the 

standards of business ethics.”  45 Am. Jur. 2d Interference Section 1. 



CONTRACTUAL INTERFERENCE
Lawsuit as Wrongful Act?

• Cohen v. Battaglia, 296 Kan. 542, 293 P.3d 752 (2013)
• Holder of promissory note objected to pending transaction and filed a lawsuit in

Missouri to block it and sent a copy to the parties’ counsel.
• Defendants filed their own action in Kansas, alleging that the litigation had no purpose

other than to interfere with the sale transactions.
• Lower courts held that tortious interference claim failed because defendant was

“asserting a legally protected interest” and by sending the lawsuit papers was providing
“truthful information.”

• Kansas Supreme Court reversed, holding that while the existence of the lawsuit was
true, the allegations had yet to be proven.



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
• TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC

ADVANTAGE
• TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE CONTRACTUAL

RELATIONS
• TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH BUSINESS RELATIONS

Under New York law, a plaintiff must show that:

1. The plaintiff had business relations with a third party
2. The defendant interfered with those business relations
3. The defendant acted for a wrongful purpose or used dishonest,

unfair, or improper means
4. The defendant's acts injured the relationship

16 Casa Duse, LLC v. Merkin, 791 F.3d 247, 261 (2d Cir. 2015)



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
NEW YORK’S “WRONGFUL MEANS” REQUIREMENT IS A HIGH HURDLE

Unlike a claim for tortious interference with contract, which requires 
showing that defendant intentionally and without justification procured 
a breach of a valid contract, a claim for tortious interference with 
business relations requires a plaintiff to show:

1) the defendant used improper means because her conduct
“amounted to a crime or independent tort” or

2) the defendant acted with a wrongful purpose because she acted “for
the sole purpose of inflicting intentional harm on plaintiffs.”

Fiduciary Network, LLC v. Hurley, 2020 WL 4475422, at *11 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 
3, 2020)



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
A TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE CLAIM 
UNDER MINNESOTA LAW REQURIES:

• The existence of a reasonable expectation of economic advantage;
• The defendant’s knowledge of that expectation of economic advantage;
• That the defendant intentionally interfered with the plaintiff’s reasonable expectation of

economic advantage, and the intentional interference with either independently tortious or
in violation of a state or federal statute or regulation;

• That in the absence of the wrongful act of the defendant it is reasonably probable that the
plaintiff would have realized and economic advantage or benefit; and

• That the plaintiff sustained damages.

Gieseke v. IDCA, Inc., 844 N.W.2d 210 (Minn. 2014) (relying on the Restatement (Second) of Torts 
§ 766(B)).



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
A TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE CLAIM 
UNDER CALIFORNIA LAW REQUIRES:

• An economic relationship between the plaintiff and some third party, with the
probability of future economic benefit to the plaintiff;

• The defendant’s knowledge of the relationship;
• Intentional acts on the part of the defendant designed to disrupt the

relationship;
• Actual disruption of the relationship; and
• Economic harm to the plaintiff proximately cause by the acts of the defendant.

Buckaloo v. Johnson, 14 Cal.3d 815 (1975). 

• A Plaintiff must prove the defendant’s conduct was “wrongful by some legal
measure other than the fact of interference itself.”

Della Penna v. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., 11 Cal.4th 376 (1995). 



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
LIKE NEW YORK, THE WRONGFUL ACT REQUIREMENT IN CALIFORNIA IS A HIGH 
BAR:

The act of interfering with prospective economic advantage is not tortious 
in and of itself. The act must be wrongful by some legal measure, rather 
than merely a product of an improper, but lawful, purpose or motive

Korea Supply Co. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 29 Cal. 4th 1134, 1159 n.11 
(2003)

In Korea Supply Co., the plaintiff satisfied the independent wrongful act 
requirement by alleging the defendant engaged in bribery and offered 
sexual favors to Korean officials to obtain a contract from the Republic of 
Korea.



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
LIKE NEW YORK, THE WRONGFUL ACT REQUIREMENT IN CALIFORNIA 
IS A HIGH BAR:

• This tort is not intended to punish parties “for their choice of
commercial relationships or their pursuit of commercial
objectives, unless their interference amounts to
independently actionable conduct.”

• Interference based on “lawful competition” is not
actionable.

Sen v. Amazon.com, Inc., 2020 WL 4582678, at *7 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 
10, 2020) (Defendant used plaintiff’s trademark in online pay-
per-click campaigns and keyword advertising on various search 
engines without plaintiff's express authorization).



NEGLIGENT INTERFERENCE
NEGLIGENT INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE CLAIM UNDER 
CALIFORNIA LAW:

• An economic relationship between the plaintiff and some third party, with the probability of
future economic benefit to the plaintiff;

• The defendant knew of the relationship and was aware or should have been aware it must
act with due care or risk interfering with the relationship;

• The defendant was negligent;
• Such negligence caused damage to the plaintiff (the relationship was actually interfered with

or disrupted).

North American Chemical Co. v. Superior Court, 59 Cal.App.4th 764, 786 (1997). 



NEGLIGENT INTERFERENCE
NEGLIGENT INTERFERENCE:

• Not a recognized tort in most states. E.g. Peterson v. Zerr, 477 N.W.2d 230 (N.D. 1991), Witte
Transportation Co. v. Murphy Motor Freight Lines, Inc., 193 N.W.2d 148 (Minn. 1971), Alvord
and Swift v. Stewart M. Muller Construction Co., Inc., 46 N.Y.2d 276, 281 (1978).



DEFENSES

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO A
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM:

• Fair competition
• Truth
• Justification
• Privilege
• Advice of counsel



DEFENSES

OTHER DEFENSES TO TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM:

• You cannot interfere with your own contract
• The contract was invalid
• Lack of causation
• Lack of a separate underlying wrongful act such as fraud

or defamation
• Lack of damages



DEFENSES
DEFENSE OF TRUTH:

• The First Amendment protects spiteful, yet truthful statements made by individuals. 

• “Defendant’s motive is not relevant to the determinations of this case… It is not improper to give truthful 
information to a customer about someone else’s product, and this is so even if the purpose is to interfere 
with an existing or prospective contractual relationship.”

C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Worldtronics Corp., 561 A.2d 694 (NJ Law Div. 1989)

• “One who intentionally causes a third person not to perform a contract or not to enter into a prospective 
contractual relation with another does not interfere improperly with the other’s contractual relation, by 
giving the third person (a) truthful information, or (b) honest advice within the scope of a request for the 
advice.” 

Restatement (Second) of Torts § 772. 



DEFENSES
DEFENSE OF TRUTH:

• Moore v. Hoff, 821 N.W.2d 591 (Minn. Ct. App. 2012)

• Plaintiff sued blogger known as “Johnny Northside” for interference with contract and
interference with prospective advantage.

• Jury found that the statements in the blog post were true, but ruled in favor of plaintiff on
interference claim, awarding $60,000.

• Minnesota Court of Appeals reversed, holding that plaintiff could not establish claim for
interference based on publishing true statements on blog.



DEFENSES
DEFENSE OF FAIR COMPETITION:
• “Valid competition . . . cannot be the basis for a tortious interference claim because such

conduct is justified.”  Dick v. Koski Professional Group, 307 Neb. 599, (Neb. 2020)

• Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Sturges, 52 S.W.3d 711 (Tex. 2001): Plaintiffs asked Wal-Mart to amend
easement on tract of land so that Plaintiffs could finance and purchase tract to build a food
store. Wal-Mart manager said it would, but another Wal-Mart manager purchased the property
for a new Wal-Mart store. Jury awarded Plaintiffs $1.5 million

• Texas Supreme Court  reversed, noting, “[A]lthough one who interferes with the stability of a
contractual relationship may be seen as an interloper and possibly a tortfeasor, one who
interferes merely with a ‘prospective business advantage’ may be essentially a competitor. In an
economic system founded upon the principle of free competition, competitors should not be
liable in tort for seeking a legitimate business advantage.”



DEFENSES
DEFENSE OF AN INVALID CONTRACT:
• Where attorney sued another lawyer for tortious interference with contractual

relations for  providing advice and representation to lawyer’s former client, the
Kentucky Court of Appeals dismissed the claim because the alleged underlying
oral contingency fee agreement was invalid. DeMoisey v. Ostermiller, No. 2014
CA 001827, 2016 WL 2609321 (Ky. Ct. App. 2016)

• Held that a voidable contract can support a claim for tortious interference with
contact whereas a void contract cannot.

LACK OF A CONTRACT DEFENSE:
• No cause of action for interference with a court order or judgment because a

judgment is not a contract. Best v. Dominguez, No. 1 CA-CV 20-1008, 2020 WL
7251949 (Arizona Ct. App. 2020)



DEFENSES
LACK OF A WRONGFUL ACT

“This was robust competition between Memorial and Coast, not underhanded 
skullduggery.” Coast Hematology-Oncology Associates Medical Group, Inc. v. Long 
Beach Memorial Medical Center, 58 Cal. App. 5th 748 (2020)

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Statute of Limitations for tortious interference is based on limitations period for  
claims rooted in tort, not statute of limitations for breach of contract claims. 
Plakorus v. University of Montana, 402 Mont. 263 (2020)



DEFENSES
ADVICE OF COUNSEL:

• Advice of counsel that non-compete agreement of potential hire was not enforceable was
considered a justification defense sufficient to defeat a claim for tortious interference against
the new employer, even though the non-compete was found to be enforceable at trial.

Sysdyne Corp. v. Rousslang, 860 N.W.2d 347 (Minn. 2015) 



DEFENSES
Recent cases on defenses to tortious interference claims

• A complaint to a state regulatory body, even if false, is subject to an
absolute privilege and may not be the basis for a tortious interference
claim under Indiana law. Abbott v. Individual Support Home Health
Agency, Inc., 148 N.E.3d 1091 (Ind. Ct. App. 2020)

• Among other things, court determined that barring tortious
interference claims for filing whistleblower complaints to state health
regulatory agency served a public interest in protecting vulnerable
individuals and helped protect healthcare workers agaiinst the fear of
retaliatory litigation.



DEFENSES
Recent cases on defenses to tortious interference claims

• Florida recognizes two privileges in defense of a tortious interference
claim. The first is the competition privilege, which is generally applied
where two companies compete over a contract or business. The second
is the privilege to interfere to protect one’s own financial and
contractual interests, referred to as the “protection” privilege. Weisman
v. Southern Wine & Spirits of America, Inc., 297 So. 3d 646 (Fla. 4th DCA
2020)

• “The tort of tortious interference teeters between two competing
values – the desire to protect the reasonable expectations of the parties
to a business relationship on the one hand, and the need to avoid the
excessive restrictions on freedom of competition on the other.” Id.



DEFENSES
Recent cases on defenses to tortious interference claims (cont’d)

Justification Defense
MRC Permian Company v. Point Energy Partners Permian, LLC, 624 S.W.3d 
643 (Tex. Ct. App. 2021)
Held district court’s dismissal of tortious interference claim was error 
because whether actions of defendants were legally justified based on a 
good-faith claim to a colorable legal right was a question for the jury. 

But:
Justification defense invalid where belief of first of first refusal to purchase 
real property was not reasonable. “Any competent attorney would have 
immediately informed them that Stockman’s so-called right of refusal was 
invalid.” Tricore Investments, LLC v. Estate of Warren, 168 Idaho 596 (2021).



DAMAGES

DAMAGES FOR A TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE CLAIM:

• Economic losses including lost profits
• Equitable remedies  (injunction)
• Attorney fees (as damages)
• Punitive damages



DAMAGES

ACTUAL DAMAGES

• Damages are often “limited to those that might have been recovered for a breach of the 
contract itself.” 

Storage Tech. Corp. v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 2003 WL 22231544, at *2 (D. Minn. Sept. 25, 2003). 

• Damages must be proved to a reasonable certainty and recovery or “speculative, remote or 
conjectural damages is not allowed.” 

Id.

• Double recovery of breach of contract damages not allowed. 



DAMAGES

• Damages may be recovered for “all harm, past, present, and prospective, legally
caused by the tort.” Attorney fees may be available if the new employer’s tortious
interference thrusts the former employer into litigation with a third party (the
employee).  The attorneys’ fees incurred in enforcing the non-compete contract are
considered damages. This is an exception to the “American Rule.”

Kallok v. Medtronic, Inc., 573 N.W.2d 356, 363 (Minn. 1998).



DAMAGES

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

• Injunctive relief may be available against defendants, prohibiting them from providing 
services directly or indirectly to any former plaintiff customer or organization within a certain 
distance or for a specified length or time. 

Cherne Industrial, Inc. v. Grounds & Associates, Inc., 278 N.W.2d 81 (Minn. 1979); 
Young v. Meyer, LEXIS 380, *3 (Minn. Ct. App. Apr. 4, 1989) (unpublished opinion). 



DAMAGES
PUNITIVE DAMAGES :

• “Even though liability and punitive damages contain the common elements of willfulness, a finding of 
liability for compensatory damages does not dictate an award of punitive damages.”

Bankers Multiple Line Ins. Co. v. Farish, 464 So.2d 530, 533 (Fla. 1985) 

• The main criteria for punitive damages are “(1) whether the interference was justified, and (2) the 
nature, extent and enormity of the wrong.” 

Hospital Corp. of Lake Worth v. Romaguera, 511 So.2d 559, 561 (Fla. 4th DCA 1986)

• “In order to sustain a claim for punitive damages, the tort must be committed in an outrageous manner 
or with fraud, malice, wantonness or oppression.” Id. at 564. 



DAMAGES

PUNITIVE DAMAGES :

In 2022 the Missouri Supreme Court ruled that a statute limiting punitive damages 
was not an  unconstitutional infringement on the right to a jury trial in a tortious 
interference with a business expectancy case because tortious interference with 
business expectancy was not claim allowing punitive damages at common law when 
Missouri Constitution was adopted in 1820. All Star Awards & Ad Specialties, Inc. v. 
HALO Branded Sols., Inc., 642 S.W.3d 281, 294 (Mo. 2022). (Plaintiff still obtained over 
$2.6 million in punitive damages) 



DAMAGES

LACK OF DAMAGES:

Lack of any clear and specific evidence of damages means that plaintiff did 
not establish a prima facie case of an essential element of its tortious 
interference claim. Gensetix, Inc. v. Baylor College of Medicine, 616 S.W.3d 
630 (Tex. Ct. App. 2020). 



EMPLOYMENT LAW

THREE WAYS TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE OFTEN 
INTERSECTS WITH EMPLOYMENT LAW:

• A former employee may attempt to sue his 
manager or supervisor for wrongful termination.

• A former employer may attempt to sue the new 
employer of a former employee for inducing the 
breach of a non-compete or other restrictive 
covenant.

• A former employer may sue a former employee for 
inducing the breach of a contract with its customer.



EMPLOYMENT LAW

SUING THE MANAGER FOR WRONGFUL TERMINATION:

• “A company officer, agent, or employee is privileged to interfere with or cause a breach of 
another employee’s employment contract with the company, if that person acts in good 
faith, whether competently or not, believing that his actions are in furtherance of the 
company’s business.” Nordling v. N. States Power Co., 478 N.W.2d 498, 505 (Minn. 1991).

• “This privilege may be lost, however, if the defendant’s actions are predominately motivated 
by malice and bad faith, that is, by personal ill-will, spite, hostility or a deliberate intent to 
harm the plaintiff employee.” Id. See also Boers v. Payline Sys., Inc., 141 Or. App. 238, 243 (Or. 
Ct. App. 1996). 



EMPLOYMENT LAW

AGENT AND EMPLOYEE LIABILITY:

• A claim may be sustained “if the agent did not act legitimately within the scope of his duty
but used the corporate power improperly for personal gain.”

Metcoff v. Lebovics, 123 Conn. App. 512, 521 (Conn. App. Ct. 2010). 

• An agent can be charged with tortious interference if he or she “acts against the best
interests of the principal or acts solely for his own benefit.”

Welch v. Bancorp Mgmt. Advisors, Inc., 296 Or. 208, 216 (Or. 1983). 

• An agent cannot be charged with tortious interference upon proof that the agent was “acting
within the scope of his authority.”

Wellington Systems, Inc. v. Redding Group, Inc., 49 Conn. App. 152, 168
(Conn. App. Ct. 1998). 



QUESTIONS?
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